
Family Folktales:
Carrie Mae Weems, Allan

Sekula, and the Critique of
Documentary Photography

eginning in the 1970s, Allan Sekula, along with a group of other artists and critics

in the United States, initiated a trenchant critique of documentary photography.

This critique developed largely in response to the position that documentary pho-

tography—a practice that had traditionally functioned as potent form of political and social

critique—found itself at this time. In the photography world, this practice was being put to

largely subjectivist ends, as exemplified by John Szarkowski’s influential 1967 exhibition

New Documents at the Museum of Modern Art in NewYork, in which he sought to redirect

“the techniques and aesthetic of documentary photography” away from social reform “to

more personal ends.”1 In turning documentary photography away from its reformist begin-

nings, Szarkowski sought to elevate the subjectivity of the photographer at the expense of

the medium’s social function and in so doing ensure that photography was accepted as fine

art. Concurrent with Szarkowski’s effort to privilege authorial creativity, conceptual artists in

the 1960s art world were mining documentary photography for its, ironically, non-art or

style-less properties.2 For these artists, documentary photography’s assumed banality,

anonymity, and vernacular associations offered a way to overcome, among others things,

the very subjectivism that Szarkowski was trying so hard to align with a fine-art documen-

tary practice. For Sekula, however, both of these uses of documentary photography were

equally problematic, since both sought to disengage and distance the medium from its

potential for political and social critique.

In response to this situation, Sekula deemed it necessary to reinstate the practice of docu-

mentary photography. But, in so doing, he argued that it was not sufficient to merely restore

this practice as it had existed in the past; instead, the tradition itself needed to be reinvent-

ed.This is because, while traditional documentary photography had been effectively used

as a vehicle of political and social critique, it was done so mostly in an uncritical and even

voyeuristic manner since, rather than question the assumed objectivity and neutrality of

this practice as well as the power relationships enacted in its depiction of victimhood, these

characteristics were seen as implicit and unproblematic to the medium.To overcome and

more importantly make viewers aware of these false assumptions about documentary pho-

tography and thereby engage with the medium as a form of social and political critique,

Sekula sought, mostly through the strategic use of text, to call attention to the contingency
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as opposed to autonomy of photographic meaning and in so doing challenge and even

negate the role of authorial creativity in determining that meaning. In this essay, I consider

what Sekula’s reinvention of documentary photography meant for artist Carrie MaeWeems

who, while indebted to this critique, nonetheless shared a complicated relationship to its

repudiation of authorial voice given that, as an African American woman, she had histori-

cally been denied agency or a voice from which to speak.

Family Pictures and Stories

Carrie Mae Weems began her photographic career believing that documentary photogra-

phy, as she explains, could function as “a vehicle for expression, as a political tool. It was a

way of capturing the human condition. Documentary is a very potent vehicle.”Yet, Weems

quickly came to realize that “a photograph can be slanted. How do you ensure that it is

understood within your intended context?”3 Her realization of the contingency of this prac-

tice developed in part from her graduate studies in the early 1980s with artists Fred Lonidier

and DavidAntin at the University of California, San Diego (UCSD). It was there that Lonidier,

as curator Andrea Kirsh explains, “forced her to address a series of questions about docu-

mentary photography,” which included, “Who makes the images? Who are the subjects?

Who is the intended audience?”4 In raising these questions about the assumed objectivity

of documentary photography and its ability to produce social change, Lonidier—who was a

graduate student and then teacher at the same time that Sekula was completing his gradu-

ate studies at UCSD in the early 1970s—echoed the critique of this practice discussed

above.5 In coming into contact with these ideas through Lonidier, then,Weems realized, as

BrianWallis writes in his important 1988 essay “Questioning Documentary,” that she could

not use documentary photography as “an unquestioned process of representing”; instead,

she needed to figure out how this practice could become the basis of an investigation of

“the institutional formations, means for exchange, and social stereotypes that position sub-

jects in photography.”6 One of the first works in which Weems attempts to take on this

proposition is her Family Pictures and Stories.

Weems began this work in 1978.7 At this time,Weems was living bi-coastally between New

York and San Francisco and trying to figure out, as she explains, “how to study and be con-

nected to the art of photography.8 As part of this struggle, she sought to situate her prac-

tice—primarily of photographs that she took in the streets of NewYork City and Portland as

well as in Mexico and Fiji—within a tradition of African American photography. While the

history of African American photography had yet to be adequately recovered, identified,

and even preserved at this time, some early notable models for Weems included Roy

DeCarava and Langston Hughes’s acclaimed 1955 photography book The Sweet Flypaper of

Life as well as The Black Photographers Annual, which was published in four editions

between 1973 and 1980 and included images by black photographers who worked in the

early parts of the twentieth century as well as in the contemporary period.9 From these pub-

lications as well as her connections with other African American artists, primarily through

the community provided by the Studio Museum in Harlem,Weems developed an important
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sense of what had not only been realized in the field of African American photography but

also what she in turn might contribute herself: “I truly saw the possibility for myself—as

both subject and artist.”10

As an African American woman, understanding her potential both as a subject and an artist

was exceedingly significant. At this time, there was a general dearth of representations of

AfricanAmericans both in the mainstreammass media and in the fine-art world. In addition

to this invisibility, when African Americans were represented, especially within the tradition

of documentary photography, these images tended to depict African Americans, asWeems

elucidates through the example of EuropeanAmerican photographer Bruce Davidson’s con-

troversial 1970s exhibition and book East 100th Street, “as hopeless, powerless victims who

are socially and economically depressed.”11 In addition to these kinds of disparaging and

largely one-dimensional photographic representations of African Americans that circulated

in the 1960s and 1970s, another set of images to gain widespread attention at this time was

that of the pathological nature of the mother-dominated African American family.12 While

this pathologization of the African American family extended back to E. Franklin Frazier’s

1939 sociological study The Negro Family in the United States, its authority became perva-

sive with the publication of Assistant Secretary of Labor Daniel J. Moynihan’s controversial

1965 report, The Negro Family: A Case Study for National Action, popularly known as the

“Moynihan Report.”13 In this report, Moynihan posited a casual relationship between the rel-

ative education and professional achievements of African American women and the failure,

including criminal behavior and emasculation, ofAfricanAmericanmen. In short, Moynihan

argued that since slavery, African American women have controlled and dominated their

men and are thus responsible for the instability and deterioration of the African American

family currently living in poverty in the urban centers of the United States. Though pub-

lished more than a decade beforeWeems began Family Pictures and Stories, the findings

of the “Moynihan Report” and particularly its myths about the black family remained ubiq-

uitous, as is evident in Michele Wallace’s provocative 1979 book The Black Macho and the

Myth of the Superwoman, in which she attributes the internalization of the stereotypes

about black men and women perpetuated in this report as having brought about the recla-

mation of black masculinity in the Black Power Movement to the exclusion and detriment of

black women who had supposedly emasculated them.14

Weems also used her work Family Pictures and Stories to respond to the legacy of the

“Moynihan Report” and its denigrating depiction of the gender politics of the black family.

This is not to say that the montage of 35mm photographs in Family Pictures and Stories—

which depict members ofWeems’s own family and are presented in the format of a family

album—are positive images intended to counter the negative pathologies of the “Moynihan

Report.” Instead,Weems sought a more difficult task, namely how to expose the myths and

stereotypes of the black family perpetuated in this report and in so doing bring about a

more critical and complex understanding of the social world and the ideologies that inform

it.Weems uses several strategies to accomplish this task, including appending narratives in
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the form of written captions and two audiotapes to her collection of photographs. In brack-

eting her images with language,Weems sought not to fix or even close down the meaning

of her photographs but rather to open them up, so that, asWeems explains, there “is no one

meaning that you walk away with from this show, but you engage in a trilevel experience—

interacting with the images, reading the text, and listening to the audio portion.”15

In Alice on the Bed (Figure 1), for instance,Weems depicts a black woman lying on her side

with the curves of her body snuggly covered by a white sheet. Upon first glance, one might

think that the woman, with her hair still in curlers, is napping on this otherwise made-up

bed. But in looking closer, one realizes that her eyes are open and that she is smiling affec-

tionately at the camera. Consequently, the image suggests a kind of familiarity, tenderness,

and even sensuality, at least between photographer and subject, which encourages one to

interact with the woman in seemingly humanistic terms.At the same time, this intimacy and

even pleasure is abruptly disrupted by the typed text that Weems appends immediately

underneath the photograph. It reads:

Alice is the oldest and as the as the oldest—when momma wasn’t home—cooked our food, washed our
clothes and us, cleaned the house, when necessary even whipped our behinds.
She’s a no jive kinda woman, taking no slack from nobody for no reason. And the thing I like
about her is her profound commitment to family. Girl will do whatever to hold it together.
Tough cookie.

Figure 1: Carrie MaeWeems, Alice on the Bed, from Family Pictures and Stories, 1978–1984.
Courtesy of the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery.
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Alice is the oldest and as the oldest—whenmommawasn’t home—cooked our
food, washed our clothes and us, cleaned the house, when necessary even
whipped our behinds. She’s a no jive kinda woman; taking no slack from
nobody for no reason. And the thing I like about her is her profound commit-
ment to family. Girl will do whatever to hold it together.Tough cookie.

In this text,Weems offers a different account of Alice that in many ways seems to contradict

the softness and informality suggested by the photograph alone. Whereas in the photo-

graph Alice appears affectionate and welcoming, she now comes off as rather strict and

unyielding. Onemight even say she has become a kind of emasculating black matriarch per-

petuated by the “Moynihan Report.” Yet, the consistency of this reading is quickly under-

mined by the audiotape that projects oral interviews that Weems conducted with various

family members along with hearsay about their individual backgrounds and generational

experiences sharecropping in the South and migrating north in the 1950s as well as

specifics about their family dynamics and personal encounters with racism, poverty, misce-

genation, and passing.With this audiotape,Weems provides an additional sociohistorical as

well as interpersonal context that serve to further complicate the meaning of her photo-

graph as well as to draw attention to the larger social structures and power relationships in

which its meaning is equally embedded. No longer is the photograph of Alice an unmediat-

ed representation of black femininity or even the black family; instead, through her inter-

weaving of photographs, captions, and audiotapes, she resists and subverts these

normative models and in so doing calls attention to the larger gender, class, and racial

structures as well as political ideologies that have informed them.

Aerospace Folktales

In using her work and especially its incorporation of language to challenge and undermine

the myths of the black family, Weems again seems to align herself with the group of pho-

tographers, including her teacher Fred Lonidier, that Allan Sekula identifies in his seminal

1978 essay, “Dismantling Modernism, Reinventing Documentary (Notes on the Politics of

Representation)” as having “reinvented” the documentary tradition.16 Moreover, in turning

to family as well as the tradition of storytelling as ways to disrupt these ideologies,Weems

also suggests parallels with a work that Sekula produced in 1973 titled Aerospace Folktales,

which he also discusses as part of this essay.17

In Aerospace Folktales, Sekula, like Weems, disrupts commonplace and often-internalized

perceptions about the American family; but, whereas Weems uses the intersection of the

history of migration with her black, working class family to contest prevailing stereotypes

of gender politics within the black family, Sekula turns toward the effects of unemployment

on his own white, middle-class family as a way to challenge widespread assumptions

about, among other things, middle-class affluence in southern California. Like Family

Pictures and Stories, Aerospace Folktales also consists of a tri-part structure of images, text,

and audiotapes that are interwoven together so as to uncover, as Sekula explains, “the

structuring of the familial institution through ideology and socialization.”18 In the photo-
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graphs, Sekula depicts a white family living in an apartment in Southern California. From

the accompanying text and other materials—including a typed, one-page resume—viewers

learn that the father is an engineer who worked until 1970 at Lockheed-California, Co. in

Burbank, California. His current relationship to Lockheed, however, remains unclear. In one

photograph, for instance, Sekula depicts the father and another elderly man standing along-

side a station wagon that is parked in the empty lot of an industrial complex (Figure 2).

While the text that immediately precedes the image clarifies that the empty parking lot is at

Lockheed—“The engineer and his old friend stood in the empty Lockheed parking lot while

I photographed them”—the father’s relationship to the company is still ambiguous, since

the text concludes, “Unable to fathom my motives, they were uneasy” (Figure 3). It is only

in deciphering the narratives, which are broadcast simultaneously and continuously from

different corners of the room, that a larger framing context for the text and images begins

to emerge. In each of these audiotape narratives, three voices speak—Sekula’s mother and

father as well as Sekula himself—and, though their format is vastly different—Sekula’s

mother, for instance, speaks largely anecdotally while his father’s discussion is much more

analytic—viewers come to understand not only that the engineer in the photographs is

Sekula’s father but also that he is an unemployed aerospace engineer who worked at

Lockheed until he was laid off two and a half years ago.

Figure 2: Allan Sekula, Aerospace Folktales, 1 of 51 images, 1973. Courtesy of the artist and
Christopher Grimes Gallery.
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In exhibiting Aerospace Folktales in this manner, Sekula attempts to let the meaning of the

work unfold obliquely rather than transparently. This strategy produces several results.

First, it distances the work from the tradition of documentary photography and especially,

as Sekula explains, its “belief in the efficacy of the single image.”19 Second, it also forces

viewers, as Sekula further elucidates, “to link the sort of micro-sociological observations

that are cast up for the camera or tape recorder—characteristic turns of phrase, small habit-

ual gestures—to a broader context and pattern of meaning.”20 A case in point is the

sequence of five photographs in which Sekula depicts his father painstakingly straightening

the lamps in the bedroom. While this series of images may at first seem inconsequential,

when viewed in terms of the overlapping narrative voices that speak in various ways about

and around the effects that unemployment have had on Sekula’s father and family mem-

bers, another meaning begins to develop, however, indirectly. In the audio taped conversa-

tions, for instance, one hears Sekula attempt to have a conversation with his father about

his unemployment as well as its causes and effects.Yet, rather than speak personally much

less intimately about this situation, he adopts a largely detached, analytic voice that lectures

about pertinent economic and political issues. Consequently, the language that Sekula’s

father uses represents not just a coping strategy but more importantly it reveals, as Sekula

elaborates in “Dismantling Modernism,” “the effects of white-collar technical workers, on

people who have internalized a view of themselves as ‘professionals’ and subsequently suf-

fer the shock of being dumped into the reserve army of labor.”21This same inability to deal

Figure 3: Allan Sekula, Aerospace Folktales, 1 of 51 images, 1973. Courtesy of the artist and
Christopher Grimes Gallery.
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with the effects of unemployment as a white-collar worker, who despite living in a working

class neighborhood envisions himself as upwardly mobile, is then played out in the

sequence of photographs of Sekula’s father compulsively re-arranging the lamps.This is not

an inconsequential act; rather, it signifies a “micro-sociological” gesture that provides a

sense of usefulness and control in the wake of Sekula’s father’s own powerlessness to rec-

ognize the underlying ideologies that inform his ongoing beliefs in the material and eco-

nomic frameworks that structure the world around him.

Family Folktales

In using his own class and family background in Aerospace Folktales as a means to unmask

these ideological beliefs, Sekula sets up an uneasy relationship between the political and

the personal or, in his words, “betweenmock-sociological distance and familiarity.”22 Sekula

turned to this seemingly private material for several reasons. First, it was a way for him to

avoid the subject/object hierarchy implicit in most traditional documentary practices. By

purposefully, as he explains, looking “straight across at the social circumstances of the

author, in this case at the world of college-educated intellectual labor,” Sekula sought to

overcome the tendency of traditional documentary photography to “look downward” and

thus “speak for” its less privileged subjects while at the same time maintaining the social

legitimacy of his work within this tradition.23 This did not mean, however, that in turning

toward autobiography as the subject of his work, Sekula sought to give a voice to the speci-

ficity of his own experiences as a white, college-educatedmale. By calling his work a “veiled

autobiography,” in fact, Sekula explicitly denies such connections, since he refuses to allow

his selfhood or even the psychic implications of his investigation from being the focus of his

work. “I’m not trying to discover my self,” explains Sekula in the work’s voice over narration,

“I am not trying to present you with a record of my anguished investigations [sic] this mate-

rial is interesting only insofar as it is social material.”24 In short, while the actuality of his

family autobiography is essential to the documentary meaning of his work, he does not

wish to fall into the subjectivism of a fine-art documentary practice in which, as Sekula avid-

ly maintains, “a cult of authorship, an auteurism, takes hold of the image, separating it from

the social conditions of its making and elevating it above the multitude of lowly and mun-

dane uses to which photography is commonly put.”25 Yet, in making this statement about

the effects of “auteurism” on documentary photography, Sekula necessarily positions sub-

jectivity as belonging to the realm of the all-knowing author and not the processes of social

relations so essential to a critical documentary practice. For an artist like Carrie MaeWeems,

who understood the importance of speaking from both the position of author and subject,

this repudiation of subjectivity was exceedingly problematic.

It is clear thatWeems, influenced by the critique of documentary photography initiated by

Sekula, wants to establish the “social material” of Family Pictures and Stories without

falling prey to the assumed objectivity of this tradition and its supposed unmediated abili-

ty to produce social change.Yet, even though she uses her work as a form of social critique

and more particularly as a way to challenge the narrow and judgmental ideological myths
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of the black family perpetuated in such sociological studies as the “Moynihan Report,” she

was equally invested in using the work to explore her selfhood and its relation to both her

family and to the larger context of African American history in which it was intertwined.26

ForWeems, then, this “dig[ging] in her own backyard,” as she has called it, fulfilled not just

a personal or an autobiographical need but also a collective one. Weems elucidates: “The

collective and I are both in there.You can’t talk about something unless you’ve experienced

it on some psychological or physical level. So that’s where I come in, as a certain conduit

for a kind of experience, because I’m a real working-class girl, a ‘cotton-pickin, corn-pickin

negro,’ you know. I know what that experience is, it’s not abstracted from some Marxian

text.”27 At the same time, while Weems acknowledges her “insider” perspective, she does

not assume that her relationship to this content is essential. In fact, throughout Family

Pictures and Stories, she calls attention to the contingency not only between her self and

her family but also between viewers and this subject matter. In her photograph Welcome

Home, for instance,Weems depicts two women in the immediate foreground of the frame

who walk arm in arm toward the camera (Figure 4).Taken from a relatively close-distance,

I went back home this summer. Hadn’t seen my folks for awhile, but I’d been thinking about them, felt a
need to say something about them, about us, about me and to record something about our family, our
history. I was scared. Of What? I don’t know, but on my first night back, I was welcomed with so much
love from Van and Vera, that I thought to myself, “Girl, this is your family. Go on and get down.”

Figure 4: Carrie MaeWeems, Welcome Home, from Family Pictures and Stories, 1978–1984.
Courtesy of the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery.
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the women, beaming radiantly, seem ready to jump out of the frame and into the arms of

theWeems and by extension the viewer.Yet, as in her work Alice, the authority of this read-

ing is complicated through her use of an accompanying text, which reads:

I went back home this summer. Hadn’t seen my folks for awhile, but I’d been
thinking about them, felt a need to say something about them, about us, about
me and to record something about our family, our history. I was scared. Of
What? I don’t know, but on my first night back, I was welcomed with so much
love from Van and Vera, that I thought to myself, “Girl, this is your family. Go
on and get down.”

In appending this text to her image, Weems adds a layer of complexity to this seemingly

transparent family snapshot since, in reading about the hesitation and even anxiety that she

felt in relation to her family and to her history, viewers are encouraged to not only rethink

assumptions aboutWeems’s unmediated relationship to them but also about the intricacy

of their own subject positions in relation to this content. AsWeems explains, “A black fam-

ily experiencing Family Pictures and Stories has a different thing to say to me than a white

person experiencing the work. And certain black people find it really offensive, depending

on where they are coming from.”28 ForWeems, then, Family Pictures and Stories is as much

about asserting her family and her history in the wake of the legacy of the debilitating rep-

resentations of the “Moynihan Report” as it is about thinking about the complexity of what

it means to occupy a subject position within and in terms of this story. AsWeems explains,

“I attempt to create in the work the simultaneous feeling of being in it and of it. I try to use

the tension created between these different positions—I am both subject and object; per-

former and director.”29

Ironically, this understanding of the indeterminacy of subject positions is also one that

Sekula recognizes in Aerospace Folktales. In fact, this contingency is another reason why he

insists that his autobiography remain “veiled” and why he tries “to achieve a critical dis-

tance from a family context with which I was already intimate.”30 Sekula further clarifies, in

part of the voice over narration from Aerospace Folktales:

I cannot provide you with an experience [sic] because you will relate to this dif-
ferently depending on who you are [sic] if you are the president of Lockheed
you will relate to this in a different manner from the manner of an engineer
[sic] if you are an important professor you will relate to this in a different man-
ner from the manner of a student [sic] if you are a pizza cook you will relate in
a different manner from the manner of a sociologist [sic] if you are a man you
will relate in a different manner from the manner of a woman and so on.

Here Sekula cogently addresses the limitations of his position as an all-knowing author; yet,

in making this critique about the subjectivism of documentary photography, he fails to rec-

ognize that the question of who is speaking or who is providing an experience cannot be so

easily dismissed, especially when that subject is one who has historically been denied the

right to speak in the first place. As cultural critic Kobena Mercer points out in his influential

1991 essay “Skin Head SexThing,” “The question of enunciation—who is speaking, who is
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spoken to, what codes do they share to communicate?—implies a whole range of impor-

tant political issues about who is empowered and who is disempowered in the representa-

tion of difference.”31 In recognizing the importance of the critique of documentary

photography to her own practice, Weems, then, joined a cohort of politically motivated

artists who sought to use language as a way to subvert, circumvent, and dislodge the

assumed transparency and implied hierarchy implicit to this practice. But what differenti-

ates Weems from this group is her refusal to distance or even negate the equally impera-

tive role that selfhood occupied in terms of this critique.

Erina Duganne
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